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MONITOR WEB SHOP - CHANGELOG 
Version 1710. 

Short information about version 
This version of the web shop includes a number of bug fixes and improvements. The main focus has 

been on developing smaller functionalities that have been requested. 

New functionality 
 Article information 

 Option to show Extra Info text field 1-7 on parts, per user (Not translated field in 

MONITOR) 

 Shipping 

 Shipping with a cost of 0 SEK will always have highest priority, and thereafter the most 

expensive shipping 

 Shopping cart 

 Setting to remove the possibility to comment per row in the shopping cart 

 Checkout 

 Invoice address can be set to uneditable during checkout 

 Option per user group to set desired delivery date on an order 

 Social media 

 Support to show articles and menu nodes in a smart way in social media through 

OpenGraph tags. The thumbnail image and text linked to parts is taken. HTML-

characters are removed. Shows maximum 250 characters. 

 Administration 

 ”Visitor” in the administration panel now shows the linked customer’s details such as 

Price list, Currency, Language and VAT. 

 Tags 

 The tag $(part(partNumber)) has been added to easily be able to show parts on the 

Start pages. partNumber is replaced by the part’s part number. The tag is converted to 

a part similar to the column view in the part menu.  

 Prices 

 Staggered prices are shown on Quick order 

 Staggered prices are shown in the Shopping list 

 Mobile view 

 Option to turn off if texts longer than 500 characters should be minified.  
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Bug fixes and improvements 
 Checkout 

 Validation is not run on the Back-button if the customer has invalid information. 

 Stricter validation on blocked parts when generating orders. 

 Product configurator 

 Now shows a confirmation message when configured parts are bought. 

 Minor design changes  

 Updated page title on several pages 

 Redesigned the button “Create account”  

 Changed the icons to collapse and expand the menu tree 

 Invoice address is now its own view during the checkout process 

 Logging on 

 Invalid login for e-mail address caused a crash. This is now resolved. 

 Shopping list 

 Quantity will now increase instead of a new row being created when adding the same 

product more than once. 

 Customer unique pages 

 Fixed so that customer unique pages on customer unique user groups with access 

rights are working correctly.  

 

 


